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The 1990s were marked by the intensified and diversified social processes in  
Central and Eastern European postsocialist countries that resulted in the trans-
formation of traditional local musical and dance practices, and of their social  
representations and functions in rural areas. These processes have been affected 
by exogenous and endogenous factors, and often lead to varying results, especially  
with respect to the ontological connection of musical and dance expressions with 
various specificities of social reality. Rural cultures cannot be perceived as cultu- 
rally stable social systems anymore, but instead need to be seen as differentiated 
social environments, where, for example, musical and dance phenomena represent  
sophisticated and flexible entities reacting to various impulses.

On the other hand, new topics and practices observed in rural environments  
require revised approaches to field research, analysis and scholarly interpretation.  
Cultural-anthropological, musicological, ethnoorganological or ethnochoreolo- 
gical theoretical perspectives approach traditional music and dance or their  
modified forms in many different ways. Moreover, digital technologies have  
significantly affected the methods that facilitate field research and the analytical 
processing of audiovisual field recordings as well.

The main aim of this conference is to strengthen the scholarly debate of experts 
from Central and South East Europe as well as experts from a larger international 
territory, and thus to create a platform for effective transmission of ideas, experi-
ence and current research results in the field of contemporary forms of traditional 
music and dance in their changing social context.

We welcome the topics that address:

1/ Current situation in dance and musical cultures in rural areas
• current forms of local musical and dance practices and their developmental  
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tendencies;
• changes in style of musical and dance interpretation and repertoires;
• new types of musical ensembles;
• innovation in production, variety of use and revitalization of traditional musical 
instruments;
• traditional instrumental and vocal music and dance vs. popular music and dance 
culture.

2/ Function and social roles of traditional music and dance
• traditional music and dance as a means of promotion and cultural representation  
of community values and identities;  
• topical mechanisms of transmission and mediation of local music and dance expres-
sions; 
• music and dance folklore vs. media culture (e.g. social networks, recording industry, 
radio and television, video and audio sharing websites).

3/ Theory and methodology of ethnomusicological and ethnochoreological research
• current theoretical approaches to the study of musical and dance expressions;
• digital technologies and ethnomusicological and ethnochoreological analysis.
   
We invite proposals for individual papers (20 min. + 10 min. discussion). Please  
submit your proposals by 30th May 2018 via email in a Word document attachment 
to jambrozova@ukf.sk. Please, include a title, an abstract of maximum 250 words,  
five keywords, your name, institutional affiliation, a short biography, and your  
contact information. Decisions regarding proposals will be communicated by the  
program committee to authors on 31st May 2018. 

Conference language: English

Conference venue: ŠD Nitra, Ul. Boženy Slančíkovej 1, 949 01 Nitra

Publication: Papers will be published in a peer-reviewed ISBN volume.

Program Committee: Bernard Garaj, Jana Ambrózová, Margita Jágerová, Agáta 
Krausová, Zuzana Beňušková

Local Arrangements Committee: Jana Ambrózová, Miriam Bošelová, Martina 
Hrabovská

Contact email address for local arrangements: conferencenitra@gmail.com

Conference website: www.conferencenitra.sk

Conference Fee: There is no conference fee.

Costs: Travel costs, accommodation and boarding will be paid by the conference  
participants. The conference website provides all important information regarding  
accommodation and boarding near the conference venue. Detailed information about 
transportation to and from Nitra by air, train, bus or car from nearby metropolises can 
be found there as well. 


